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SECTION-A/

"JRTil. i^W'9l5 3#^T5xr(hT'3T-wS,'gr^W%3^tg3TT^?To^^ftiTT10?I®5/
l -STr^^fHOS (rfh?)
I
(15x3=45)
Que.:1. This question contains 15 very short answer type sub-questions. Answer
each question in ideal 10 words/one line. All questions are compulsory.
Each question carries 03(Three) marks.

■5RT: (1.1) chldcOv^ft
Kotdeejl
■WT: (1.2)
Shrotsutra
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Amitraghat

TO:(1.4) ^
Debal

TO: (1.5)
Deevan-E-lnsha

TO:(1.6) cTRMT^
Tarabai

TO; (1.7) 3T#T"f^
Ahome Rebellion

"TO:(1.8) nlHtni
Mopala Rebellion
TO:(1.9) '^m\
Lala Hardayal

Bheel Rebellion

TO:(1.11)
Gyaraspur

TO; (1.12) f
Kun Raghunath Shah
TO:(1.13)
Malhar Rao Holkar

3IH: (1.14)
Bundela Rebellion

TO:(1.15)
AbantI Bai
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|^"OT34Rc(l4f|y?4^3^05(w)

l

(10x5=50)

Que.: 2. This question contains 10 short answer type sub-questions. Answer each
question in ideal 50 words/5 to 6 lines. All questions are compulsory. Each
question carries 05(Five) marks.

3RT: (2.1)

315^

^

I

What is Balathal Culture ? Describe its main features.
i

3RT:(2.2) 3n*T Wfk

^

1

Write an essay on the Ancient Indian Scientific Literature.
3RT: (2.3)
Evaluate Akbar's religious policy.

3RT:(2.4)

^

3lM%^%|W^T

Write the causes of decline of traditional cottage industries in India.
I

j

31^: (2.5)

1

Give a brief description of 'India rise as a Republic'.
3RT: (2.6)

[
Describe the reorganization of Mad lya Pradesh.

3RT:(2.7) '

^3RtRT'STf^ I

Throw light on the "Jhanda Satyagraha".

3RT:(2.8)

% y*j<a

r4l6iCl^

Give a description of the main iocal festivals of Madhya Pradesh.
3RT: (2.9)

I

Give a brief description of the Bhopjal Riyasat.
3RT:(2.10)

RqWd

^ aiN

What do you know about Baghel RIyasat ?
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WT: 3. W

05

3=^ ^3^-^ t 1 Tlr^ W %

^1 I^OT37ft^f I Ur^«h m 11

^200

1

(5x11-55)

Que.: 3. This question contains 05 long answer type sub-questions. Answer each question
in Ideal 200 words. All questions are compulsory. Each question carries
11 (Eleven) marks.

(3.1)

STTO^TW'TrTt ?

'Sindhu Valiey Civilization was a Urban Civilization' what is your opinion about
this statement ?
3T8I^/OR

Describe the deveiopment of arts and architecture in the Gupta period.
3IB: (3.2)

=Cil^y, I
'Muhammad Tughlaq has been described as a mixture of opposition'. Discuss
this statement.
ar^rar/OR

W-ciHi cfiiRm. 1
The cancer of South destructed Aurangzeb'. Discuss the South policy of
Aurangzeb in the light of this statement.
(3.3)

I

Discuss the sociai and educational contribution of "Arya Samaj Mission".
3T8I^/OR

^TTCcfl^ Wci^dl

I

Sketch the contribution of Balgangadhar Tilak in freedom movement
in India.

WT:(3.4)

^'Wci:tai arrafelT^
^tf^rr I
Describe the Freedom Movement in Madhya Pradesh.
3T8raT/OR

Give a description of the main historical and tourist places of Madhya
Pradesh.

3IB: (3.5)

I

Give description of Bundelkhand Riyasat.
3T8igT/OR

Give description of Holkar dynasty.
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SECTION -

"51^: 1.

^

i5 3Tf&d^Ti(l^ 3q-Tmt,3rr^^%pm%53n^?r^^
10?T5^/Tr^ 4f5?1
1 TTf^31^ 03(cft^) 3T^^I I (15x3=45)

Que.: 1. This question contains 15 very short answer type sub-questions. Answer each
question in Ideal 10 words/one line. All questions are compulsory. Each
question carries 03(Three) marks.
3RT; (1.1)

j

Write the name of instrument used to measure intensity of earthquake along
with its year of invention.

Write the name of country of flowing lof San Jaun river.

m(1.3) BW1^^ 1^<H

^^

11 ?

Write the name of the climatic region represented by BW symbol.

31^:(1.4)

^^^3igT§"

"%%% I

Write the name of three important tributaries of Chenab.

3fn:(1.5)

?^Wr%i^^7FT^TT|^% ?
What is Karewa soli ? Where is it found in India ?

3IH:(1.6)

w|? WT%

^W^

W

^5n?TTt ?

What is blue revolution ? Which district is known as the Shrimp capital
of India ?

3m:(1.7)

?

At which place Narmada and Tapi riyers come close to each other ?
I
I

3m:(1.8)

i

Write the name of three Thermal Power Stations of Madhya Pradesh.
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TO:(1.9)

-aHvinRl-ifi

Rlfe^ 1

Write the name of three tribes of Madhya Pradesh which practise
shifting cultivation.

TO:(1.10)

I
Write any three merits of rainwater harvesting.

. Write a note on Vizag Gas leak.

TO:(1.12)

[qiI^^ I
Write a geographical note on Amphan cyclone.

TO:(1.13)

1

What are sun-synchronous satellites ? Give examples.

TO:(1.14) m1j|I[^=+) ^-W yuiltrfl %

4^11 ?

What are the hardware components of Geographic Information System ?
TO:(1.15)

I
Write a note on Quick Bird Satellite.

31^:2.

10^'3Tltl^'3^-'TO'| l3rc^"TO%^Tn:%g3TR?f?T^'^ft^
50^/5^r6
i^TO3tRctl4f I Ur^chm 05

1 (10x5=50)

Que.: 2. This question contains 10 short answer type sub-questions. Answer each
question in Ideal 50 words/5 to 6 lines. All questions are compulsory. Each
question carries 05(Five) marks.

TO:(2.1) aTT^% cftTTmH M+K 4^11 ? o^lteiil^ I
What are the three principal types of weathering ? Describe.

TO:(2.2)

%?
What are the major features of Tropical Savana Climate ?

(2.3)

Wt ?
What is the process of formation of laterite sol!? .
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WT:(2.4)

?

Why are Jute mills concentrated In Hooghly basin of India ?

■JIH: (2.5)

^"35^ [q^lqcii^ wt ?
What are the major characteristics of forest resources of Madhya Pradesh ?

■5R=T: (2.6)

^

"f^cOT WI ?

What Is the geographical distribution of coal resources of Madhya Pradesh ?
3RH: (2.7)

?

What are the main factors for ground water pollution ?
"51^: (2.8)

I

Provide main examples of technological disasters.
(2.9)

?

What is digital Image ?
RH: (2.10)

i
Define 'Spatial data'.

200^1|^R^3tRctl4f iRr^^RHII

I

(5x11=55)

Que. : 3. This question contains 05 long answer type sub-questions. Answer each
question in ideal 200 words. All questions are compulsory. Each question
carries 11 (Eleven) marks.

Discuss the origin and characteristics of Tropical cyclones.
3T«mT/0R

Describe the main types of wind systems and highlight the causes
of their origin.
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(3.2)

1
Divide India into climatic zones according to Koppen and
Thornthwaite.

3T8mT/OR

Describe the origin of Monsoon in India.

TO:(3.3)

^3fh:

^

1

Write the distribution of cotton reserves and production in
Madhya Pradesh.
3TSmT/0R

Describe the topography of Malwa Plateau.
TO:(3.4)

1
Explain water pollution control measures.
3T8raT/OR

What is Disaster Mitigation and explain the role of information in
Disaster Mitigation.
TO:(3.5)

i
Explain the principles of Remote Sensing.
^m\/OR

What is Global Positioning System (GPS)and how does GPS work ?
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